Valentine Lolli-Covers
Do you love Valentine’s Day?
Do you love to brighten the
day with sweet treats? Give
your sweet treats a special
touch with fun lolli-covers.
Whether they are for your
child’s class or your closest
girls, they are sure the make
the recipient feel loved!
Created by: Debbie Cleek,
Designer’s Gallery Software

Supplies:
Baby Lock Ellisimo Gold II or
other machine with
embroidery edit function
Assortment of felt squares
Assortment of embroidery
thread
All-purpose thread
Temporary spray adhesive
Tear away stabilizer
Scissors
Pinking or scallop shears-optional
Lolli-pops

Instructions:
1. Using embroidery edit select the Frame patterns button. From the frame
selection, choose the heart frame then the scallop pattern.
2. Press the size button and size this to fit inside the 100mm x 100mm hoop.
3. Press Close and then End Edit. Press the Frame patterns button and
select the heart frame once more along with the flower vine stitch and
press Set.
4. Press the size button and reduce this heart to fit inside the first heart.
Press Close and End Edit.
5. Select the Alphabet patterns button and select the desired letter style.
Type the letter “B” and select the small size, then type “e”. Press Set and
End Edit.
6. Follow these steps to enter the word “Mine”
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7. Hoop a piece of tear away stabilizer in the 100mm x 100mm hoop. Spray
with temporary spray adhesive and place felt square on top.
8. Stitch the first frame design. Place a second piece of felt in a contrasting
color on top and stitch the second frame.
9. Continue to stitch the phrase. Remove the felt from the hoop tearing away
the excess stabilizer.
10. Trim around the outside edge of the heart shape with regular or pinking
shears.
11. Lay the heart shape on top of a piece of felt, wrong side down and freeform stitch around the inside edge of the heart, leaving an opening at the
bottom of the heart to make a pocket.
12. Using regular scissors, trim around the outside edge of the pocket so it
can‘t be seen from the front of the lolli-cover.
13. Insert your lolli-pop and surprise your friend or sweetheart.
Mix it up, play with the frames and the stitch selection to make one of these for all
your special valentines!

For other exciting projects like this one, visit our Website at totallystitchin.net
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